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Modern Question Answering (QA) systems rely on both knowledge bases (KBs) and unstructured
text corpora as sources for their answers. KBs, when available, generally offer more precise answers
than unstructured text. However, in specialized domains such as software engineering, QA requires
deep domain expertise and KBs are often lacking. In this paper we tackle such specialized QA by
using both text and semi-structured knowledge, in the form of a corpus of entity-labeled documents.
We propose CASE, a hybrid of an RNN language model and an entity co-occurrence model, where
the entity co-occurrence model is learned from the entity-labeled corpus. On Q UASAR -S, a dataset
derived from Stack Overflow consisting of Cloze (fill-in-the-blank) software questions and a corpus
of tagged posts, CASE shows large accuracy gains over strong baselines.
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Introduction

Factoid QA is the task of providing short factual answers to questions posed in natural language. Recent
systems for factoid QA typically use either Knowledge-Bases (KBs) [60, 8, 7, 59, 4], unstructured text
[9, 16, 51, 52], or both [14, 22, 56, 57]. While KB approaches benefit from structured information, QA in
specialized domains such as software engineering present a unique challenge since relevant knowledge
bases are often lacking [18]. Text-based approaches which query unstructured sources have improved
greatly with recent advances in machine reading and comprehension, but effective combination of search
and reading systems is an active research challenge [9].
Semi-structured text offers a promising source of knowledge for QA tasks which lack relevant KBs.
This paper focuses on answering Cloze (fill-in-the-blank) questions using semi-structured knowledge
consisting of a background corpus of text with tagged entities. For this task, which we term QA with
context entities, in addition to the standard question sentence q and answer entity a, there is a set of
context entities c about which the question is asked. For example, Q UASAR -S [16] consists of Clozestyle questions about software entities from the community-QA website Stack Overflow (Figure 1, (left)).
The dataset also includes a large background corpus of community-generated posts, each tagged with one
of the same set of entities (Figure 1, (right)).
To effectively leverage such semi-structured information, we propose CASE (Context-Adjusted Syntax Embeddings), a hybrid of a recurrent neural network language model (RNN-LM) P(a|q) that predicts
an answer entity a from the surrounding question text, and a co-occurrence model P(a|c) which predicts
a from the context entities. We find that a simple context model based on co-occurrence statistics proves
effective empirically. CASE obtains state-of-art results on Q UASAR -S, outperforming both search-andread methods and an RNN-LM baseline. Our analysis demonstrates a useful division of labor: the
RNN-LM picks out the “type” of the answer entity based on question syntax, while the context model
picks out the semantically meaningful entity based on co-occurrence counts.
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Answering Cloze-style Software Questions
Question
Tag cq
Sentence q
Answer a

Post Excerpt
django
django is an open-source web application framework written in
python

Tags c
Sentence d
Answer a

django, subprocess, wsgi
How can I maximize performance in
python for this kind of scenario?
python

Figure 1: Example from Q UASAR -S. Questions are Clozes constructed from Stack Overflow tag definitions. The
background corpus contains excerpts from tagged posts.
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Background

Problem Definition. Prior work has focused on QA given a KB, document, or document corpus. Here,
we focus on incorporating semi-structured data that comes in the form of context entities, in settings
where no KB is available. In particular we focus on Cloze-style QA and refer to this task as Cloze QA
with context entities. For this task we are given a semi-structured corpus consisting of (context entities,
document) pairs, S = {(c, d)}, where c = {c1 , . . . , cm } is a set of one or more context entities. The
question q is of the form w1 , . . . , blank , . . . wn and task is to identify the missing entity which replaces
blank . An instance of the task is a tuple (q, cq , a, S) where a ∈ A is the correct missing entity from
answer vocabulary A and cq is a set context entities for question q, and we wish to model P(a|q, cq , S).
Related tasks. Past work has studied several variants of question-answering (QA). In knowledge-based
QA (KB QA) the goal is to model P(a|q, K ), the probability of answer a given question q and KB K . In
Reading comprehension (RC) one models P(a|q, d), the probability of answer a given q and a document
d containing the answer. RC systems can be extended to more general tasks in the search and read
setting, where one models P(a|q, D), the probability of a given a question q and a document corpus
D = {d1 , . . . , dN } (where D might be obtained from a search engine.) These problems are all related to
QA with context entities, which uses a model P(a|q, cq , S) that predicts the probability of a given question
q, context entities cq , and an entity-tagged corpus S = {(c, d)}. Cloze QA can also be approached as
language modeling, where given a sequence s = w1 , . . . , wk−1 (and sometimes also s0 = wk+1 , . . . wK ), the
task is to model P(wk |s).
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CASE Model

We propose to use a language model f (q, a) ∝ P(a|q) together with a context-entity model g(c, a) ∝
P(a|c) to model answer probabilities P(a|c, q). For expedience, we make the following independence
assumption P(q, c|a) = P(q|a)P(c|a), which allows us to model the LM and the context-entity model
separately. This leads to the predictive distribution
P(a|q, c) ∝ P(a|q)P(a|c)/P(a) ∝ f (q, a)g(c, a)/P(a).
The best-performing model in our experiments is CASE-CC. We instantiate f as a bidirectional
GRU network (BiGRU) following Dhingra et al. [16]. For the context model g we use unsmoothed
Co-occurrence Counts calculated from the entity-labeled training set. Specifically, given context entities
c = {c1 , . . . , cm } we compute g(c, a) = avgi #(a, ci )/#(ci ). In other words, for each context entity, we
compute the empirical probability of co-occurrence with the answer entity, and then average over context
entities in the context entity set. Finally, answer predictions are
P(·|q, c) = softmax (log( f (q, ·)) − log(g(c, ·)) − b) ∝ f (q, ·)g(c, ·)/ exp(b)
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where b is a learned bias. While the LM f learns
to predict the answer based on the surrounding
sentence, the context model g makes predictions
based on context entities. This allows the LM to
focus more on local syntactic features while relying on the context model for topical/semantic information.
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Experiments

Method
Human Expert (CB)
Human Non-Expert (OB)
BiGRU LM
Search + Read w/ GA
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Val. Acc.

Test Acc.

0.468
0.500
0.345
0.318

0.336
0.321

0.128
0.314
0.330
0.326
0.336
0.342
0.385*
0.413*
0.449*

0.139
0.327
0.329
0.335
0.342
0.352
0.380*
0.413*
0.452*

New Models
CC
CASE-AE
CASE-SE
BiGRU-PT-5
BiGRU-PT-1
C-BiGRU
BiGRU + ft
CASE-CC
CASE-CC + ft

Q UASAR -S [16] is a large Cloze-style QA dataset
created from the website Stack Overflow (SO),
consisting of questions and a background corpus
in the software engineering domain. The 37k
Cloze questions are constructed from the definitions of SO tags by replacing occurrences of software entities with blank . The background cor- Table 1: Performance comparison on Q UASAR -S. More
pus consists of 27M sentences from the top 50 baselines are provided in Appendix A. Results other than
question and answer threads for each of 4,874 New Models are from [16]. ft: fine-tuning on questions;
software entities. Each post is tagged with 1-5 OB: open-book; CB: closed book. *Accuracy gain over
next best is significant at the p < 0.05 level under an exact
tags. Figure 1 shows an example question and rel- McNemar’s paired test.
evant background sentences.
Q UASAR -S questions require deep expertise
in software, a domain without a rich KB, making it challenging for KB QA. Expert human performance
on this dataset is only around 50%, probably because even domain experts are not familiar with all SO
topics. The difficulty of the task is emphasized by the fact that neither RNN-LM nor the state-of-the-art
Gated Attention reader (in a search-and-read setting) obtains more than 70% of human performance [16].
Experimental Setup. Across all CASE-CC experiments we instantiate LM f as a BiGRU following
the baseline from Dhingra et al. [16] and context model g using co-occurrence counts as described
above. We compare to the baselines reported in [16] and to the model CC consisting of only the cooccurrence counts model g, ignoring question sentences. We also compare to two other instantiations of
context model g (CASE-AE and CASE-AE), and to two other ways of incorporating context (BiGRUPT, CBiGRU), described in Appendix B.
While the ultimate goal is to predict answers on the question set constructed from tag definitions, we
first train on the large background post corpus. We create a training example for each occurrence of an
answer entity in a post by replacing that entity with blank and treating it as the target answer. We use
the one-to-five post tags as the context entities c. Since the model is trained on posts and evaluated on the
question set, we fine-tune the model on the training questions. We first train on the large post corpus until
convergence, then train on a 50/50 mix of training questions and posts. This procedure avoids overfitting
to the training questions, following the recommendations of Chu et al. [11].
Results. The fine-tuned CASE-CC obtains an accuracy of 45.2%, a gain of 11.6% over the best previously reported results of Dhingra et al. [16], obtained by BiGRU (33.6%) (Table 1). Dhingra et al. also
report performance of several search-and-read methods, the best of which uses the neural gated-attention
(GA) reader. When the answer is present in a retrieved document, the GA reader identifies the correct
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Question

CASE-CC

BiGRU from CASE

CC

antivirus software is used to prevent detect and remove malware.
fps is a measure of frame-rate the
rate at which ...
ffserver is a streaming server for
both audio and video.

malware, antivirus,
heuristics
frame-rate, cpu,
video
server, video, codec

duplicates, malware,
scrollbars
data-transfer, execution
-time, frame-rate
endpoint, connection
-manager, interface

antivirus, malware,
server
video, frame-rate,
cpu
ffmpeg, video,
server

Table 2: Q UASAR -S examples where CASE-CC gets the correct answer but BiGRU baseline does not. Context
entities are shown in bold, answer entities underlined. Ranked predictions are show for CASE-CC and for it’s
BiGRU and CC components, neither of which make correct predictions individually.

answer 48.3% of the time, but the 65% search accuracy limits overall accuracy to 31.6%. CASE-CC
nearly matches the accuracy of the GA reader component alone. The CASE-CC accuracy approaches
that of human experts in a closed-book (CB) setting (46.8%), and is only 4.8% behind that of non-expert
humans with open-book (OB) search access to the background post corpus (50.0%). Lastly, we find that
fine-tuning on questions improves the performance of both the BiGRU and CASE-CC by about 5%. See
Appendix B for discussion of other results.
Discussion. By including co-occurrence counts, CASE-CC obtains significant accuracy gains on
Q UASAR -S, validating the idea that QA can take advantage of large, semi-structured text corpora of
specialized knowledge in domains where no KB exists. We see a significant improvement over both
BiGRU and search-and-read baselines. In the first case, we attribute this to the fact that CASE can effectively incorporate context entities while an RNN-LM cannot. In addition, the RNN in CASE can focus
more on syntactic/type information while the context/semantic information is handled by the entity context model g (see next section). Table 2 shows examples that CASE gets right but the BiGRU baseline
gets wrong. The ranked predictions of both LM and co-occurrence model components of CASE are also
shown, indicating that both contribute to CASE performance.
Analysis of Embeddings. We observe that by modeling context and question sentence separately,
CASE factors entity representations into a semantic/contextual component given by context and a syntactic/type component given by the sentence. To assess the extent of this property we analyze the output
entity embeddings learned by CASE-CC. We obtain (noisy) ground-truth types for SO entities by linking entities to Wikidata [48] via the links to Wikipedia in Stack Overflow tag definitions. We choose 20
groups of entities, e.g. Programming Languages and Network Protocols.
To compare CASE-CC output embeddings to those of the BiGRU baseline, we use output embeddings from each to predict type using 1-nearest-neighbor with cosine distance. Consistent with our
expectations, CASE-CC embeddings obtain better accuracy (63.3%) than those of BiGRU (57.4%).
Qualitatively, we also observe many instances in which the nearest neighbors in CASE-CC embedding
space are of the same type (e.g both Java IDEs) while nearest neighbors in BiGRU embedding space may
be only semantically related (e.g. a Java IDE and a Java web framework) (Table 3).
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Related Work

Question Answering. While memory networks have proven effective for reasoning over KBs, documents, or jointly over both [14, 38, 8], the lack of relevant KBs for our task make these methods
inapplicable. Recently, the incompleteness of even the largest KBs [18] has motivated QA using un-
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Seed

CASE-CC

BiGRU

ipod
xcode
intellij-idea
unit-testing

ipod-touch, ipad, apple-tv
eclipse, visual-studio, xamarin-studio
netbeans, phpstorm, eclipse
debugging, profiling, refactoring

ipad, itunes, 3g
cocoapods, gdb, rubymine
spring-mvc, java-ee, rubymine
integration-testing, tdd, dependency-injection
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Table 3: NNs in CASE-CC and BiGRU output embedding space. Entities with the same type as seed underlined.
structured text corpora such as Wikipedia instead of a KB. These text-based approaches often follow the
search-and-read paradigm, involving a search stage, in which relevant documents are retrieved, and a
reading stage, in which retrieved passages are read for the correct answer [9, 16, 52]. Much research has
focused primarily on the reading stage (e.g. [10, 13, 15, 29, 42, 50, 55]), with many datasets developed
for the reading comprehension task (e.g. [27, 40, 41, 26]). The search-and-read approach is conceivably
applicable to the QA with context entities task, but was shown to perform poorly on Q UASAR -S; to
answer the domain-specific questions in this task, trading off between query recall and reading accuracy
proves difficult [16], and RNN-LM performs better.
Language Modeling. RNN based language models have shown increasingly good performance (see
[12] for a comparison). However, RNN-LMs have trouble modeling long-range context as well as predicting rare words [1, 25]. We find that explicitly incorporating predictions based on context entities is
critical for the QA-with-context task, since the correct answer entity can be largely dictated by these.
When a KB is present, recent RNN-LMs [1, 58] address these issues by selectively incorporating KB
facts. Where no KB is present, several approaches for incorporating more general long-range context
in RNN-LMs have also emerged. Following the terminology of Wang et al. [53], these approaches either employ early-fusion, in which a context vector is concatenated with each RNN input [23, 37], or
late fusion, in which a context vector is used as a bias before the output nonlinearity of the RNN-LM
[31, 17, 53]. We compare to one baseline inspired by the early-fusion method CLSTM [23]). The CASE
model is an instance of late-fusion, adding a bias to the RNN output in logit space, prior to softmax.
However, it differs from existing models in that the bias is computed based on context entities, rather
than topics inferred from the document. Our incorporation of co-occurrence counts with an RNN-LM is
related to the hybrid neural/n-gram LMs of Neubig et al. [39], but here again the n-gram models are not
based on context entities.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we demonstrated that semi-structured background data can be used to obtain large performance improvements on QA task in specialized domains such as software engineering, where relevant
KBs are not available and search-and-read systems face difficulties. The hybrid of a LM and a simple
entity co-occurrence model is both effective and easy to implement. We also see potential to incorporate
other data sources into the context entity model, such as HTML web tables. In addition, using more
expressive models of context may improve performance. Finally, we showed that CASE embeddings
encode type/syntax information. The application of these embeddings to other tasks warrants further
investigation.
Acknowledgments. This work was funded by NSF under grant CCF-1414030 and by grants from
Google.
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Full Q UASAR -S Baselines from [16]
Method

Val. Acc.

Test Acc.

0.468
0.500

-

0.148
0.161
0.165
0.345

0.153
0.171
0.174
0.336

0.100
0.134
0.159
0.315
0.082
0.128
0.159
0.318

0.107
0.136
0.159
0.316
0.093
0.136
0.159
0.321

0.128
0.314
0.330
0.326
0.336
0.342
0.385*
0.413*
0.449*

0.139
0.327
0.329
0.335
0.342
0.352
0.380*
0.413*
0.452*

Human Performance
Expert (CB)
Non-Expert (OB)
Language Models
3-gram LM
4-gram LM
5-gram LM
BiGRU LM
Search + Read
WD (SD)
MF-e (SD)
MF-i (SD)
GA (SD)
WD (LD)
MF-e (LD)
MF-i (LD)
GA (LD)
New Models
CC
CASE-AE
CASE-SE
BiGRU-PT-5
BiGRU-PT-1
C-BiGRU
BiGRU + ft
CASE-CC
CASE-CC + ft

Table 4: Performance comparison on Q UASAR -S for additional LM and Search + Read baselines which perform
less well than the BiGRU LM and GA reader. Results other than New Models and notation are from [16]. ft:
fine-tuning on questions; LD: long documents; SD: short documents; GA: gated-attention reader; MF-i, MF-e,
WD: search-and-read methods using heuristics to extract answer from retrieved documents; OB: open-book; CB:
closed book. *Accuracy gain over next best is significant at the p < 0.05 level under an exact McNemar’s paired
test.

B

Additional Q UASAR -S Experiments and Discussion

Experiments. In addition to CASE-CC we evaluated two alternative entity context models g. For the
CASE-AE model, we let log(g(c, ·)) = avgiW ci , the Average of context entity Embeddings, where the
ci are one-hot encoded and W is a learned context entity embedding matrix. We also evaluated a context
model based on the self-attentional Set Encoder suggested by Vinyals et al. [47] for encoding unordered
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sets. We call this model CASE-SE. Specifically,
∗
qt = GRU(qt−1
)

di,t = hW ci , qt i
ai,t = softmax(d·,t )
rt = ∑ ai,t ci
i

qt∗

= [qt rt ]

log(g(c, ·)) = W q∗m
where this process is repeated for t = 0, . . . , m steps, i.e. we take a number of self attention steps equal
to the number of context entities.
On Q UASAR -S we also experimented with other ways of incorporating context beyond the CASE
framework.
• CBiGRU: Similar to CLSTM [23]. Instead of inputting embedding W1 wi to the GRU we input
[W c W1 wi ] where W c is an embedding for a single tag entity c. We train this model using only one
tag for the context entity set c, so each post with m tags becomes m training examples with one tag
each. Tag embeddings are initialized in the same way as vocab words, but are distinct from vocab
word embeddings.
• BiGRU-PT: Prepend Tags to the beginning of each training post sentence, thus extending the
length of the training post by m. The goal is to condition the GRU based on the contextual input.
We experiment with prepending both 1 and 5 tags.
Discussion. Neither of the two other entity context models for g, CASE-AE and CASE-SE, showed
significant improvement over the BiGRU baseline (Table 4). In both cases, we found that the model
had difficulty learning context entity embeddings. We hypothesize that this is due in part to the highly
non-uniform frequency of tags in the posts corpus, compared with the uniform distribution of tags in
the test questions which come from definitions. This does not present a problem for the co-occurrence
counts model, which does not need to learn embeddings to capture the relationship between context and
answer entities. Weighting training loss by inverse tag frequency may correct for this and is the subject
of future work.
We found that the alternative ways of incorporating context, BiGRU-PT and CBiGRU, did not improve over the baseline BiGRU (Table 4). CBiGRU had trouble learning the context entity embeddings,
as was the case with CASE-AE and CASE-SE. That BiGRU-PT did not show improved performance
matches our intuition, since RNNs have trouble remembering context from the beginning of the sequence.

